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The Acceptance & Action 
Questionnaire

Answer questions honestly 
to get an idea of where you 
are beginning your journey. 

- Free online resource

(Hayes et al., 2004)
(Bond et al., 2011)





Why do we need 
these tools?

Why???





What percentage 
of the time would 
you guess our 
minds wander on 
average?



Harvard Study 
Findings

● Our minds wander around 47% of 
the time! Yikes!

● Amount of time our minds wander 
is a better predictor of our 
happiness than what we’re 
actually doing in real time

● Even the time spent thinking about 
pleasant topics didn’t relate to 
increased happiness when 
compared to those engaged in the 
present moment

(Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010)



This year...
● We’ve all had to adapt to a completely new way to do our jobs - PRESSURE!
● Uncertainty 
● Circumstances far beyond our control

○ Health
○ Finances
○ Schedules
○ Closures
○ Loss
○ Jobs



Psychological & 
Social-Emotional Needs

Even prior to the pandemic, the 
number of children in school with 

psychological distress had doubled in 
the past 10 years.  That greatly changes 

the needs that show up in our 
classrooms.



Meditation for the Masses & Classes
● Decrease in anxiety
● Mood change
● Pre-frontal cortex activation
● Immune response
● Creativity
● Cognitive flexibility
● Memory
● Reaction time
● IQ





All the things...



Life, Liberty, & the Pursuit of Happiness

● If you’re only willing to feel “pleasant” 
feelings, what are you missing out on?

● How did you feel…
○ Delivering children
○ Hours before your wedding
○ Day of first job
○ During any big life event

Happiness = feeling 
pleasure

Happiness =  living a 
rich, full, and 

meaningful life 
● Great mix of human emotions

○ Pleasurable (gladness, satisfaction, 
excitement, etc.)

○ Not so awesome (grief, sadness, fear, 
anxiety, anger, disappointment, etc.)

● You don’t have to eliminate the “bad” to 
experience the “good”.  In fact, if you try, 
you’ll likely miss living a full meaningful life

● Symptom elimination        valued living in 
the presence of tough feelings



What are you 
suggesting we do 
about this?

What???



Psychological Flexibility
What is it?

The ability to contact the present moment more 
fully as a conscious human being, and to change or 
persist in behavior when doing so serves valued 
ends.

In “behavioral” words…
Learning to live in the NOW, and spend your time 
behaving to get closer to the things you care about.



Elements of Mindfulness
Awareness
Focus your attention on one thing at a time, 
including awareness of yourself and all the 
stimuli within and around you

  

Nonjudgmental Observation
Looking at your experiences in a 
non-evaluative way, simply looking at things 
objectively as opposed to labeling them

Present Moment
Being in touch with the present moment as
opposed to being caught up in thoughts about 
the past or the future



Just Meditation Always Relaxing

A way to control 
your thoughts

A way to feel 
“positive” emotions

Mindfulness Isn’t...



Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy

● Form of therapy that 
incorporates 
mindfulness with 
behavior analytic 
processes based in 
Relational Frame Theory

● Goal: Increase adaptive, 
flexible responding to 
more successfully 
obtain life’s reinforcers



Primary Dimensions
Mindfulness:

● Getting into the present
● Focus on creating new verbal behavior 

which is needed to change the behavior of 
the individual

Reinforcer Seeking:

● Finding things you value, and engaging in 
behavior to obtain those reinforcers

● This is all behavior analysis

Application:
● 6 separate ‘processes’ or components of ACT intervention are utilized to increase both mindfulness 

and access to reinforcement: Hexaflex



Mindfulness + Values + Action = Psychological Flexibility

Mindfulness Obtaining 
Reinforcers





How do we get 
started?

How??



Meet the Hexaflex

Let’s take a trip 
around the Hexaflex 



Present Moment

● Objective: Living in the here and now
● Challenge: Relational responding removes us from 

physical stimuli to functional relations between 
stimuli (and the rabbit hole opens)



Present Moment 
Practice      

● Redirection to physical world, 
noticing stimuli elements that 
were not attended to, reminding 
of values

● Notice 5 things…
○ Pause. Take 5 deep breaths.
○ See
○ Feel
○ Hear



Acceptance
● Objective: Tolerating both good and 

bad (obtaining reinforcers and losing 
reinforcers)

● Challenge: being willing to feel pain 
and unpleasant feelings in order to 
be able to feel and remember fully in 
the present, without fading away into 
the negative thoughts about the past

● Remember that refusing to accept, 
and in turn avoiding, causes us 
additional pain and/or causes us to 
miss out on living a meaningful life



Acceptance Practice

● Scan your body and find a 
sensation that bothers you

● Picture that sensation as an 
object
○ Shape? Size? Color? State? 

Weight?
● Take slow, deep breaths targeted 

toward this sensation
● Make space around it
● Let it be there

(Adapted from Harris, 2008) 



Defusion

● Objective: Stepping back from 
thoughts and noticing them as not 
part of self

● Challenge: Discrimination between 
a thought and the literal world.  
Thoughts become perseverations 
and inability to discriminate truth 
from thought. 

● Remember that even if thoughts 
are true, you can ask, “Is this 
thought helpful?”



Defusion Tools
● Making thoughts silly, accepting 

that noise in head is just noise
● Ask yourself, is this thought helpful 

rather than if it is true or false
● I’m  having the thought that…

○ Adapted from (Harris, 2008)

I 
am...

I’m having the thought that...

the thought that...
I Notice I

’m having 



Self-As-Context

● Objective: Finding the real you that 
transcends different contexts

● Challenge: Abstract concept.  Real 
self??



Self-As-Context 
Practice

● Me vs. My Behavior; “Me” as an 
observer; Perspective Taking

● Picture frame activity
○ Imagine a digital photo frame 

full of scrolling pictures of your 
memories

○ Picture happy ones, sad ones, 
exciting ones, stressful ones

○ You are not the photos, you are 
the frame



Values

● Objective: Moving life in a direction of 
value and worth

● Challenge: Too far in future and too 
delayed.  This can be an abstract 
concept and is sometimes at odds 
with more immediate reinforcers

● Key distinction: Values are different 
than goals.  Values are a direction 
rather than a destination
○ I want to visit Canada vs. I want 

to travel North



Values Practice
● Picture someone who you admire 

greatly 
○ Can be people who have 

directly influenced your life or 
people you’ve never met but 
admire

● List the qualities that you admire in 
that person

● As you look through these qualities, 
why are they important to you? This 
often tells you something about 
your own values



Committed Action

● Objective: Keep engaging in behavior 
that moves towards values

● Challenge: Easy to give up.  Once a 
failure…



 Committed Action 
Practice

● Once you’ve identified your values…
○ Realize that our minds are 

experts at giving reasons not to 
do hard things
■ Realize reasons are just 

thoughts
■ Remember thoughts don’t 

control our behavior
● Our minds don’t control behavior

○ “I can’t _____” while doing the 
action or “I have to ____” while 
refraining from the action

● Take one small step in the direction 
you want to go



The Question to ask Yourself---



“Life gives most to 
those who make the 

most of what life gives.”

- Russ Harris



Resources for additional learning:



Moving Forward
● Follow-up practice and trainings (see next slide for March schedule)
● http://ecusd7.org/district-information/staff-district-7/take10/#tab-id-4
● What to do with the AAQ2
● Keep your scores from the AAQ2 and check back in with yourself as you 

engage in more practice
● Permanent products from activities

● Questions?



Follow-Up 
Trainings 

& 
Practice 
Sessions
(March)
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